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Building on wisdom from Hindu, Christian, and Kaballah traditions, this in depth guide to energy recovery
reveals the hidden stresses, beliefs, and attitudes that cause illness.  Myss's function shows how every
illness corresponds to a design of emotional and emotional stresses, beliefs, and attitudes that have
influenced corresponding areas of our body. Myss shows how you can develop your personal latent powers
of intuition as you simultaneously cultivate your individual power and spiritual development. Predicated on
fifteen years of research into energy medication, Dr.the "most popular new voices in the choice
health/spirituality scene" (Publishers Weekly).Anatomy of the Spirit may be the boldest display of energy
medicine to date, written by one of its premier practitioners, internationally acclaimed medical intuitive
Caroline Myss,  Anatomy of the Spirit also presents Dr. Myss's breakthrough style of your body's seven
centers of spiritual and physical power, in which she synthesizes the ancient wisdom of three spiritual
traditions-the Hindu chakras, the Christian sacraments, and the Kabbalah's Tree of Life-to demonstrate
the seven stages by which everyone must move in the seek out higher awareness and spiritual maturity.
With this model, Dr.who is amongst By teaching you to see the body and spirit in a new method, Anatomy
of the Spirit gives you the various tools for spiritual maturity and physical wholeness that may change your

life.
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Energy healing: Hundu chakras, Jewish sefirots and Christian sacraments This book was among the required
readings I had assigned to me by my yoga teacher during my RYT500 training. I heard about Caroline
Myss, but I never read any of her books. I am honest and admit that the actual fact that Oprah was
endorsing the reserve I was not into it. As you can tell, I really do not have confidence in celebrity
endorsements. I believe what she has to state about the part we play inside our own illness(s) is quite
valid. But I can't refute bc ive experienced such dramatic alter when ive used the facts. Although I have
PTSD and have frequently discovered physical discomfort to be the result of unreleased buried energy, not
organic circumstances, I am often sure when something brand-new pops up -- that it's tumor or M. Dr.
Myss draws parallel meaning between all three.Individually I am most familiar with chakra energy system.
It is good, I was simply hoping for the whole book on audible. Useful Caroline Myss materials. What disturbs
me about this book, however, is the author’s look at that some illnesses were not intended to be healed.
Good, but those with illnesses are far better off to read Frederick Bailes about healing I read this reserve
with interest. Overall I found the publication to be really helpful and can read more out of this author.
Reference material can be invaluable and in my own case it will be my own guide to reading even more
concerning this amazing topic. Not really everyone will believe the knowledge bc its so simple. What proof is
there of this assertion. Become more conscious of what's taking place energetically in yourself and others

This book is amazing. For the reason that book, the writer explains the fundamental need of most to
realise that the common spirit is perfect, and understands no disease, and is present in every, but generally
not identified. Once one appreciates this fact and realises that disease is the consequence of error of mind,
and that after we acknowledge that the common spirit dwells in all, all disease can be healed. Inspiring and
Beautifully Written I had severe stomach pain going back year. You might disagree, nevertheless, you should
browse Bailes’ book first. One learns from this publication how different cultures over centuries lengthy
period came across same conclusion - there are 7 major energy channels in human body. Gem in my library
One of the best books Ive browse. or an ulcer. I visited a power healer and she got me visualize my solar
plexus chakra. I never did this before. Hardly ever caused chakras. Couldn't feel them. Couldn't find them. I
highly recommend it to anyone learning consciousness, energy, healing, psychology, intuitive medicine,
Shamanism, etc.severe. A very empowering read I realize some people find Caroline's delivery a little.Highly
recommended. Good Read I like this book but I came across it hard to read if one is not family at with
the Chakras. The writer provided good descriptions of each but if you don't memorize them it’s hard to
follow when she identifies them over and over in the publication. It really is well written. In addition, it has
plenty of stories about recovery, spiritual development and personal transformations because of crises...I
am today a believer in the reality of chakras and this is a fantastic, inspiring book on the subject of them...
Browse it, and help protect the body and quality of life. But this book deserves to be mentioned in fact it
is a valuable read for anyone and everyone interested in holistic healing, alternative medicine, intuitive
medicine and energy channeling. It could be painful to believe that the grudges we bear, just how we allow
ourselves to stay mired in discomfort, resentments or days gone by can actually create a state of illness in
our bodies, but if you open your mind and think about it logically, it makes complete feeling. I'm grateful
that the medical community is becoming more ready to accept the mind-body connection we all have. Life
Changing Reading for a reserve research. Today Dr. Oz would speak on it on his present. Caroline's book is a
superb book.but I am hoping you'll give the material a chance. If your on your spiritual journey this is a
book to read I read this since it was recommended by a friend. I'd never looked into the chakras, but Myss
-- in integrating considering chakras with Christianity and Kabbala -- sheds a wonderful light (without laying

any dogma/doctrine on the reader) and you start to see the spiritual pattern clearly. This audible clip is not
the book, it is Caroline Myss talking about elements of the book. I much prefer the reserve by Frederick
Bailes, Your Mind Can Heal You, which is why all disease could be healed, which can be of course exactly the
teaching of the greatest mental scientist who ever lived, Jesus Christ. But I visualized it, saw a big rod



protruding, asked my deceased father to eliminate it, which he do, and I've had no stomach pain since.
Caroline Myss is normally inspiring and wise. She'll make you aware of factors that you were only semi-
conscious of before. What a gift! Enlightening! Informative and insightful regarding the parallels of your
body with spiritual issues. Let me see an updated version of the book from Caroline. toward spiritual
perception This book if filled with amazing insights from years of experience. This one I will continue
steadily to refer to and can surely read it over and over and again! Amazi Amazing book. I've finished the
book but continue back to reread sections. twenty years back, this was regarded as quackery. Before I
also made it to Chapter 1 I was impacted. Amazing details. I also liked the fact that book was created in a
simple language that no real matter what level of background you have about energy medicine, any person
can understand the message. Not the book, just the author speaking for approximately 2 hours. The entire
goal of the reserve is to help you toward spiritual, as opposed to materials, perception, and it's nicely
fulfilled. This publication helped me deepen my understanding of each chakra and how they are associated
with human emotions, human organs and how as time passes, of unbalanced they can lead to disease.S. One
might retort, why?In a single way this book is almost a comparative religious research on spiritual healings
associated with Jewish mysticism, Christianity and Hinduism. Five Stars Great
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